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This thesis examines the concept "Xie Yi" in poems on landscape 
paintings of Northern Song dynasty, centering on five survived paintings. 
Poems on paintings originate from the Six Dynasties, As a special type of 
poetry whose growth accompanies the landscape painting’s development, 
poems on paintings sprout in Tang Dynasty and then get into their first 
production peak in Northern Song.  
Landscape painting has already formed some mature style of 
expression in this period, such as pi-mo(笔墨 use of brush and ink), 
chang-fa(章法 configuration) and chien-chia(间架 structure). To be 
specific, wrinkle method(皴法) was widely used by artists to depict the 
blocky texture of cold forest(寒林), pine and rock; Soft curve and fresh 
colour were shown in Xiao Jing Landscape Paintings, which were 
different from Panoramic Landscape Paintings. The flourish of landscape 
paintings in Northern Song also give rise to the peak of poems on 
paintings.Therefore, this thesis can be regarded as a case study about the 
relationship between poetry and painting. 
"Xie Yi",which means emotional and spiritual, is a concept contrast 
with "Xie Zhen" when it refers to paintings or poems on paintings. 
"Reappearance of natural reality" always been taken as a standard in 
v 
 
landscape pantings in Tang Dynasty, what poems on paintings concern is 
how the paintings reproduce the natural landscape. When it comes to 
Northern Song, poems on paintings focus on artistic conception beyond 
paintings. Poets not only reproduce the contents of paintings or analyse 
the artist’s technique, but also convey the poetic flavor. Poems on 
paintings form their own aesthetic quality. Landscape paintings were no 
longer regarded as reappearance of natural reality, what generates scholars' 
interests is the the unique art language and visual aesthetic perception of 
landscape paintings themselves. Poems on landscape paintings began to 
jump out of the ''Xie Zhen" model of writing, and finally form a lyric and 
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